
13:52 Hello, my name is Dayna Ash. I’m the executive director of Haven 
for Artists. Haven for Artists is an arts organization that acts as the unapologetic 
platform at the intersection of art and activism. –––––––––––––––––––––– (0:12)

13:53 Since your stay in Haven for Artists for the residency in 2018, 
exactly two years later the August 4th blast happened. Of course, coinciding and 
being compounded with the financial crisis that has currently devalued the Leba-
nese currency 1200% and of course Covid-19, the pandemic that hit the world. So 
in Lebanon, we’ve had to overcome those three alongside the revolution due to all 
of those elements that had been struggling the country for a very long time. –– (0:32)

13:53 Beirut in and of itself is a very torrid landscape currently. We have 
a gas crisis. We don’t have access to gas. Gasoline lines are 5, 6 hours long to get 
barely enough to go back home or to go to work. Like I said, the devaluation of the 
local currency is 1200%. There is a crisis in medication, being with the country and 
the government cannot subsidize. Enough being that we are apparently as a coun-
try officially broke. We are tapping into our federal reserves. They are slowly dwin-
dling. I believe there were 27 billion. There are now, they stated 14. That is the 
fastest use of the reserves that Lebanon was ever had to consume. –––––– (0:42)

13:55 For Haven we have always been a reflection of whatever the sit-
uation is in the country and whatever our community needs. As artists and activists 
after the October 19th Revolution we all went on strike and turned our space into 
a meeting center for civil society and activists and protestors. A place for people 
to kind of sit and meet and discuss what they plan or what they see is the future 
of the country. And how they hope it will change. Of course, then due to the finan-
cial crisis we had to move from the space to a smaller one. And then the August 
4th blast happened, that destroyed the spaces – both the old and new. 

During that time of course there was the Covid lockdown. Due to Covid we 
had turned all of our programs and projects on to online based platforms. Creating 
online exhibitions such as “Molding Lost Space” we gave a platform. We gave our 
Instagram and Twitter channels and everything as a platform to artists to utilize 
as if they were their own to speak about coping mechanisms that they had to take 
up during the quarantine. So basically we adapted everything to online during the 
Covid pandemic. And then we adapted again after the August 4th blast. On the 
August 4th blast we turned our office into a shelter. We reacted for our community. 
We raised around a 100k from the international artists and friends all over the world 
and networks. With that 100 thousand we supported LGBTQIA+ individuals, mi-
grant workers, single mothers throughout Lebanon. We rebuilt storefronts. We 
paid rent cash assistance. We gave food and hygiene support, basically whatever 
our community needed. We tried to fill that gap. –––––––––––––––––––––– (1:36)

13:56 It’s difficult to see a future as we are working day by day, trying to 
recover what little we can from all the things that we’ve experienced through the 
past 3 years. We still continue to experience because it hasn’t ended. So for me, 
for Haven, for the community on the ground, it’s basically taking it day by day and 
solving a problem a minute and hopes are keeping ourselves strong enough to face 
whatever challenge might come next. As we foresee many more challenges. Hope-
fully the October revolution will also have spiral towards a changing government, 
even if slowly. We are hopeful. –––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– (0:40)
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The basis for the installation Nota (2021) are three black reliefs made from im- 
pressions that the artist took of the ground. In 2018, Juliane Tübke participated 
in a three-month-long artist residency at Haven for Artists in Beirut (Lebanon). 
The NGO, also called “Haven”, was for her as well as for many other artists  
 – especially those from Beirut’s queer community – an important working and 
networking site. 

Over the course of the residency, Tübke worked in the courtyard of Haven, where, 
using specialized paper, she made impressions of the ground. She then collab- 
orated with the Lebanese design company Colortek to transfer these prints to a 
new material. 

Since her residency, it has been exactly three years. In these three years, the city, 
and with it Haven for Artists, has undergone various transformations. For Nota 
(2021), Tübke reconnected with some of the people she had met during her  
time there. Among other things, she conducted a voice-message-based interview 
with Dayna Ash, the artist and activist who founded Haven in 2010. The con- 
versations Tübke conducted function as an updating of the 2018 work.

Die Grundlage für die Installation Nota (2021) bilden drei 
schwarze Reliefs, bei denen es sich um Bodenabdrücke 
handelt. 2018 nahm Juliane Tübke an einer dreimonatigen 
Künstler:innenresidenz bei Haven for Artists in Beirut 
(Libanon) teil. Die NGO, auch „Haven“ genannt, war für 
sie, wie auch für viele andere Künstler:innen – vor allem aus  
der queeren community Beiruts – ein wichtiger Vernetzungs- 
und Arbeitsort.

Im Innenhof des Gebäudes von Haven, in dem sie für  
3 Monate arbeitete, fertigte Tübke mit Hilfe eines speziellen 
Papiers Bodenabdrücke an. Während ihrer Residenz  
kollaborierte sie mit dem libanesischen Designunternehmen 
Colortek. Im Zuge dieser Kollaboration überführte sie die 
Abdrücke in ein neues Material.

Seit ihrem Aufenthalt sind nun exakt drei Jahre vergangen. 
In diesen drei Jahren vollzog die Stadt und damit auch 
Haven for Artists diverse Transformationen. Für Nota (2021) 
nahm die Künstlerin wieder Kontakt zu den Menschen  
vor Ort auf. Unter anderem führte sie ein auf Sprachnach-
richten beruhendes Interview mit Dayna Ash, die 2010 
Haven gründete und selbst als Künstlerin und Aktivistin 
tätig ist. Tübke aktualisierte damit die im Jahre 2018 ent-
standene Arbeit.

Juliane Tübke
Nota (2021)


